Are reading and face processing related? An investigation of reading in developmental prosopagnosia.
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Abstract

Recent hypotheses suggest that learning to read influences the cognitive and cerebral organization of other perceptual skills, including face processing. Developmental prosopagnosia (DP) is a disorder of face recognition in the absence of acquired brain injury, and in the context of normal intelligence and general cognitive development. To shed light on the potential relationship between reading and face processing in this group (and in general), we investigated reading performance in 10 participants with DP and 20 matched controls. We find that the group of DPs perform strikingly similar to the control group on four sensitive reading tests measuring visual recognition and naming of single letters and words, word length effects, and text reading speed and comprehension. Thus, there is a clear dissociation between impaired face processing and preserved reading in this group, a finding that challenges the recently proposed hypothesis that reading acquisition and face processing abilities are intrinsically linked. Developmental prosopagnosics can learn to read as fluently as normal subjects, while they are seemingly unable to learn efficient strategies for recognizing faces.
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Introduction

*Developmental dyslexia* is a well-known syndrome characterized by impaired ability to learn to read and spell. The syndrome *Developmental prosopagnosia (DP)*, on the other hand, has received comparatively less attention. DP is a hereditary disorder, estimated to affect 2 - 2.5% of the population (Bowles et al., 2009; Kennerknecht et al., 2006). People suffering from DP fail to develop normal face recognition abilities, and can have difficulties even in recognizing their own immediate family. Many readers will be familiar with Oliver Sacks’ report of “The man who mistook his wife for a hat” (Sacks, 1985), describing a man suffering from visual agnosia and prosopagnosia caused by a brain disease. Fewer will know that Oliver Sacks himself suffered from a deficit in face recognition, one that was present throughout his life, and with no known neurological cause: developmental prosopagnosia (Sacks, 2010).

Similar to these developmental disorders, acquired deficits in reading and face recognition also exist. Deficits in reading and face recognition can result from injury to posterior brain areas, and in some cases, these deficits appear quite selective. In *pure alexia*, visual word processing is impaired, while identification of faces may be relatively spared, and in acquired *prosopagnosia*, face recognition is impaired, while reading is commonly reported to be unaffected. This constitutes a double dissociation, indicating that words and faces are processed by different mechanisms and brain areas; or so textbook knowledge holds (Gazzaniga, Ivry, & Mangun, 2013). Processing of words and faces has been linked to specialized perceptual brain areas lateralized to different hemispheres; the visual word form area (VWFA; Cohen et al., 2000) in the left fusiform gyrus, and the fusiform face area (FFA; Kanwisher, McDermott, & Chun, 1997) in the right hemisphere. This double dissociation between reading and face processing, and the modular theories of perception that often go with it, has recently been challenged by studies suggesting a relationship between reading and face recognition (Behrmann & Plaut, 2013; Cantlon, Pinel,
Dehaene, & Pelphrey, 2011; Dehaene et al., 2010; Dundas, Plaut, & Behrmann, 2013, 2014).

Perhaps the most intriguing results from this line of evidence come from studies showing that learning to read affects the cerebral substrate for face processing in a systematic way, and may even drive the lateralization of face processing to the right hemisphere (Dehaene & Cohen, 2007, 2011; Dundas et al., 2013).

If learning to read affects the lateralization of, and maybe even the cerebral specialization for face processing, what happens if face processing has not developed normally when children learn to read? Does such a developmental deficit in face processing affect the ability to learn to read, and if so, in what way? This has, to our knowledge, never been systematically examined.

To investigate this, we have tested 10 subjects with developmental prosopagnosia and matched controls on tests of letter, word, and text reading. If face processing and reading are dissociable processes, we would expect the group of developmental prosopagnosics to perform normally on reading tests. If, on the other hand, a normal development of the face recognition network is necessary for normal reading acquisition, then reading may be affected in developmental prosopagnosia. To ensure that reading skills were measured sensitively, we apply both experimental and psychophysical tests of letter and word recognition, as well as a more standard test of text reading.

**General Method**

**Participants.**

All participants provided written informed consent according to the Helsinki declaration to participate in the project. The Regional Committee for Health Research Ethics in Southern Denmark has assessed the project, and found that it did not need formal registration.
Participants with developmental prosopagnosia (DPs).

Following appearances in Danish media, where we have informed about developmental prosopagnosia, we have been contacted by a number of people complaining of face recognition problems. They all report difficulties recognizing friends, colleagues, and sometimes even close family members and themselves by their faces, and that these problems have been present throughout their life.

10 of these subjects are included in the current study. As there are no established diagnostic criteria for DP we initially included subjects in our sample if they performed abnormally on the Cambridge Face Memory Test (CFMT; Duchaine & Nakayama, 2006) and/or the Cambridge Face Perception Test (CFPT; Duchaine, Germine, & Nakayama, 2007) when compared to the age and gender adjusted norms provided by Bowles et al. (2009). These tests were kindly provided by Brad Duchaine and translated into Danish. In the current study, only participants who performed more than 2SD’s below the mean of the matched control group on the CFMT, the most commonly used diagnostic test, were included. All included DP’s also report severe difficulties with face recognition in their everyday life, as evaluated by the face recognition part (29 items) of the Faces and Emotion Questionnaire (FEQ; Freeman, Palermo, & Brock, 2015)The questionnaire was kindly provided by Romina Palermo and Jon Brock, and translated to Danish by the last author. Three DP subjects were left handed, and all performed within the normal range on The Autism-Spectrum Quotient (AQ) questionnaire (Baron-Cohen, Wheelwright, Skinner, Martin, & Clubley, 2001). See Table 1 for an overview of age, gender, and basic test scores. The DP subjects did not receive remuneration for their participation in this study. The DPs (and controls) included in this study have participated in extensive testing in our lab, and we report here all tests where reading is measured.
For the DPs to be anonymous, and yet recognizable across publications, we have kept their project subject-numbers in the text and tables.

**Table 1.** Age, gender and performance (raw scores) on the Cambridge Face Memory Test (CFMT), the Cambridge Face Perception Test (CFPT), and the Face recognition questionnaire (FEQ) for the 10 participants with developmental prosopagnosia, and the mean and SD for the controls’ scores on these tests. Values in boldface designate performance deviating more than 2 SDs from the mean of the matched control group. In the CFMT a low score indicates a deficit, while in the CFPT and in the FEQ a high score indicates a deficit. The maximum score on the FEQ is 87.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subject</th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Handedness</th>
<th>CFMT</th>
<th>CFPT</th>
<th>FEQ</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PP04</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Right</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PP07</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Right</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PP09</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Left</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PP10</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Right</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PP13</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Right</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PP16</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Left</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PP17</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Right</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PP18</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Left</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PP19</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Right</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PP27</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Right</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control mean (SD)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>59.1 (7.9)</td>
<td>41.3 (11.4)</td>
<td>22.4 (11.4)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Control subjects.

We compared the 10 DPs with 20 control subjects; two matched on age, gender, and educational level to each individual with DP (three left handed). Thus the groups were comparable in terms of age (DP \( M = 37 \), range = 16-57; Control \( M = 37 \), range = 16-56) and years of education (DP \( M = 15.5 \), range = 11-17; Control \( M = 15.2 \), range = 10-17). All controls performed within the normal range on the CFPT and the CFMT, evaluated by the Bowles (2009) norms. Controls received gift certificates of ~120 DKK (~20 USD) per hour for their participation.

The statistical analyses below are based on principles of “New statistics” (Cumming, 2014).

Individual data for the DPs in all experiments are presented in Supplemental table S1.

Experimental Investigation

Experiment 1. Reading latency and word length effects.

While the reading latency of normal readers is little affected by the number of letters in a word, a word length effect is a common symptom of reading disorders (Barton, Hanif, Björnström, & Hills, 2014), both developmental and acquired. In pure alexia, RTs may increase with hundreds of milliseconds per additional letter in a word. Word length effects are also characteristic in beginning readers, and a drastic reduction of this effect characterizes successful reading acquisition.

Stimuli and procedure.

In this experiment, we tested whether our sample with DP showed a word length effect (WLE) in single word reading. The exact paradigm has previously revealed elevated RTs and WLEs in patients with pure alexia (Habekost, Petersen, Behrmann, & Starrfelt, 2014; Starrfelt, Nielsen, Habekost, & Andersen, 2013). Stimuli were 150 words of 5–7 letters (50 of each length matched for
word frequency and neighbourhood-size). Reading RTs were measured by a voice key (a microphone connected to the response box). The WLE is calculated using linear regression, where the slope represents the additional time needed per additional letter in a word. Mean overall RT was also calculated for each subject.

**Results.**

Voice key errors (setting of the microphone too early /late) were excluded from the analysis. RTs were analysed for correct trials only. RTs were trimmed by excluding RTs from trials deviating more than 2.5 SD for each individual at each word length. On average 4.9% (range: 1.3 -7.3) of the trials for each DP was removed due to voice key errors or trimming. For the control participants it was 3.3% (range: 0.7 - 6).

The DP-group made on average 1% errors (range: 0 - 5%) whereas the control group made on average 0.5% errors (range: 0 - 3%). The mean correct reading RT for the DP group was 569 ms (95% CI = [519, 619]) and 521ms (95% CI = [489, 553]) for controls. The mean WLE for the DP group was 10 ms (95% CI = [2, 19]) and 11 ms (95% CI = [6, 16]) for controls. As can be seen from Figure 1 there are overlaps in the CIs of the mean reading RTs for the DPs and controls, and the main parameter of interest in this test, the WLE, is strikingly similar for the two groups.

**Figure 1.** Mean overall word reading time (panel a) and mean word length effect (panel b) for developmental prosopagnosics (N = 10) and control participants (N = 20).
Experiment 2. Word superiority effect.

Fluent reading is characterised by fast and parallel processing of letters in words; a likely explanation for the minimal WLE in proficient readers. In fact, normal readers typically identify letters in words faster than they identify single letters, a phenomenon known as the word superiority effect.
effect (WSE) (Reicher, 1969; Wheeler, 1970). We have recently developed a psychophysical paradigm for measuring the WSE comparing short words and single letters, and found that the effect is robust over a range of exposure durations in healthy participants (Starrfelt, Petersen, & Vangkilde, 2013). In addition, and more surprisingly, we also found a WSE in vocal reaction times to stimuli presented in free viewing conditions; words were named faster than singly presented letters. Patients with pure alexia, which is thought to be caused by a breakdown in parallel letter processing, do not show a WSE in either of these tasks (Habekost et al., 2014).

**Stimuli and procedure.**

This paradigm consists of two experiments, an RT task (Experiment 2a) and a psychophysical task using limited exposure durations (Experiment 2b), both described in detail in Starrfelt, Petersen, et al. (2013; Experiments 1 and 2). The stimuli are the same in both the RT and the psychophysical task; 25 letters (w excluded), and 25 three letter words. The words are confusable in the sense that none can be identified uniquely by seeing one letter only, and for most of the words all three letters must be processed for the word to be correctly identified (see Appendix in Starrfelt, Petersen, et al., 2013).

**Experiment 2a. Letter and word naming.**

This is a computerised naming task, and the procedure is similar to Experiment 1. The purpose of this RT-task was to familiarise subjects with the word stimuli employed in the psychophysical paradigm (Experiment 2b). Everyone knows the letters of the alphabet, and we wanted to ensure that the subjects also knew which words were used as stimuli. The letter and word conditions included 50 trials each, and were run separately, the letter task first. The task was to name the word or letter presented on the screen. There were ten practice trials in each condition.
**Results.**

Voice key and naming errors were recorded, and excluded from the RT analysis. RTs were trimmed for each participant by excluding RTs from trials deviating more than 2.5 SD from the individual mean. 2.9% (range: 0 - 8) and 1.3% (range: 0 - 4) of the trials for each DP was removed due to voice key errors or trimming for letters and words respectively. For the control participants it was 1.2% (range: 0 - 4) and 0.6% (range: 0 - 4) respectively. 9 DPs participated (PP16 did not and accordingly, the two controls matched to PP16 were also excluded from the analyses).

The DP-group made no errors. The controls made on average 0.9% errors with letters (range: 0 - 6%) and 0.4% errors with words (range: 0 - 4%). For the DPs the mean RT to letters was 488 ms (95% CI = [450, 526]) and 451 ms (95% CI = [417, 484]) to words. For controls the mean RT to letters was 473 ms (95% CI = [452, 495]) and 466 ms (95% CI = [446, 486]) to words. As can be seen in Figure 2 there is again considerable overlap in the CIs for the DPs and the controls for both letter and word naming, suggesting that they perform quite similarly in this experiment.

Note, however, that the difference between letter and word naming RTs (the WSE) is rather modest for the controls ($d_z = 0.21; 95\% \text{ CI } M_{\text{dif}} = [-11, 25]$) in comparison with that of the DPs ($d_z = 1.02; 95\% \text{ CI } M_{\text{dif}} = [9, 65]$). This difference is seen more clearly in Figure 3, which depicts the WSE in RT (the mean difference in RT to words compared to letters) where the mean of this difference for the DPs lies considerably outside the 95% CI of the mean difference for the controls.
Figure 2. Naming time. Mean RTs to single letters and words in Experiment 2a for DPs ($n = 9$) and controls ($n = 18$).

Figure 3. Word superiority in RTs. The mean difference in RT (ms) to letter and word naming for the DPs and control participants in Experiment 2a.
Experiment 2b. A psychophysical test of the word superiority effect.

This experiment tested identification of briefly presented single stimuli (letters or words in different blocks) flashed at the centre of the screen, and followed by a pattern mask. There were 200 trials in each experimental block. In total, subjects ran 400 trials per stimulus type in an ABBA-design (letters first), and the first and second blocks for each stimulus type were preceded by 30 and 15 practice trials, respectively. In each trial, a single stimulus (word or letter) was chosen randomly and presented for one of ten exposure durations (10-100 ms, randomly intermixed). The stimulus was terminated by a pattern mask shown for 500 ms. Participants were instructed to make an unspeeded report of the stimulus, if they were “fairly certain” of its identity. Responses were recorded by the experimenter. To ensure foveal presentation, participants were required to focus on a centrally placed cross and then initiate the trial by pressing the left mouse button.

Results.

We first compared the proportion of correct responses averaged across the ten exposure durations for the two groups for letters and words respectively.

The average proportion correct responses across all exposure durations was 0.74 (95% CI = [0.66, 0.82]) for letters, and 0.85 (95% CI = [0.82, 0.88]) for words in the DP-group. Hence, the WSE was large for the DPs ($d_z = 1.27; 95\% \text{ CI } M_{dif} = [0.04, 0.17]$). For the controls, the average proportion correct responses across all exposure durations were 0.74 (95% CI = [0.69, 0.78]) for letters, and 0.82 (95% CI = [0.80, 0.85]) for words. Accordingly, the WSE was also large for the control participants ($d_z = 1.33; 95\% \text{ CI } M_{dif} = 0.05, 0.12$). As can be seen from Figure 4 there is considerable overlap in the CIs for the DP-group and the control participants for both letters and words, suggesting that they also perform quite similarly in this experiment.
**Figure 4. Experiment 2b.** Shows the overall proportion correct responses for briefly presented words and single letters for DPs (n = 9) and matched controls (n = 18). The mean exposure duration for both groups was 55 ms.

We then compared the mean proportion of correct responses for letters and words for each of the ten exposure durations. Because four DPs received a slightly different set of exposure durations (caused by a computer problem resulting in a lower screen refresh rate), only five DPs (PP04, PP07, PP09, PP17 & PP27) and their matched controls (n = 10) were included in this analysis. As can be seen from Figure 5a (DPs) and Figure 5b (controls) the two groups performed quite similarly across the ten exposure durations. Performance generally increases with increased exposure duration, and the WSE is mainly evident at exposure durations between 20 and 60 ms for
both groups. The variation (indexed by the CIs) appears somewhat larger for the DPs compared with the control participants at exposure durations shorter than 80 ms. This, however, could be a trivial consequence of the difference in sample size.
**Figure 5.** Mean proportion correct responses at the ten exposure durations for words and letters, in the DP-group (panel a) and controls (panel b) in Experiment 2b.

a) Developmental prosopagnosics \((n = 5)\).

b) Controls \((n = 10)\).
Experiment 3. Text reading.

Stimuli and procedure.

The test was adapted from the standard 9 grade Danish reading tests (see Nielsen & Wilms, 2015 for a full description), and the main measure is reading time (in seconds). A text of 637 words was presented on the screen of a laptop computer. Instructions were to read the text carefully, as one would be required to answer questions about the text immediately after reading it. The text was a popular scientific text from a biology book\textsuperscript{1}. This is the only one of our tests that had not been used in previous studies, and for that reason the procedure had some weaknesses (and was not entirely comparable to that described in Nielsen & Wilms, 2015). The text was too long to be shown on one page on a laptop, and part of the reading speed estimate is thus related to how long it took participants to move forward to the next page using the computer mouse. We bring the results here to show that despite this administration of the test, the results are very clear.

Results.

Two of the DPs (PP04 and PP16) and two control participants (one for PP09 and one for PP10) did not perform the test. Hence, the DP group comprised 8 subjects and the control group 14 subjects.

In terms of accuracy on the text comprehension questions (four multiple choice questions), the DPs obtained a mean score of 2.5 (95% CI = [1.87, 3.13]) and the control participants a mean score of 2.64 (95% CI = [2.16, 3.13]). The mean reading speed of the DPs was 213 s (95% CI = [178, 247]) and 221 s (95% CI = [191, 251]) for the control participants. Hence, the performance of DPs and the control participants was quite alike in terms of both speed and comprehension.

\textsuperscript{1} One DP-participant was presented with a different text from the same book, matched in length and difficulty, by mistake.
Discussion

Our findings are clear; our subjects with developmental prosopagnosia show no deficits in reading on the various tests included: Their letter and word naming times are similar to controls, they show a normal word superiority effect, a normal absence of a word length effect in single word reading, and normal text reading speed. As such, a clear dissociation between impaired face processing and preserved reading is evident in this group of developmental prosopagnosics.

Does this mean that reading and face recognition are completely independent processes, and that one function can be developmentally impaired without affecting the other? At least this seems true for one side of the dissociation; reading is intact in developmental prosopagnosia. A first glance at the literature also indicates that face recognition and naming may be intact in developmental dyslexia (Russeler, Johannes, & Munte, 2003; Smith-Spark & Moore, 2009), suggesting a double dissociation between reading and face processing. However, there are also reports of deficits in various face tasks, as well as different brain activation patterns for faces in dyslexics (Monzalvo, Fluss, Billard, Dehaene, & Dehaene-Lambertz, 2012; Tarkiainen, Helenius, & Salmelin, 2003). A very recent study has shown that adult dyslexics performed significantly below a matched control group on the Cambridge Face Memory Task (also used in our study), as well as other measures of face processing (Sigurdardottir, Ivarsson, Kristinsdottir, & Kristjansson, 2015).

This indicates that the relationship between reading and face processing is more complex than reading = left hemisphere, and faces = right hemisphere, and as reviewed in the introduction, there may be a developmental trajectory for hemispheric specialization that is at least partly caused by learning to read (Behrmann & Plaut, 2013; Cantlon et al., 2011; Dundas et al., 2014; Dundas, Plaut, & Behrmann, 2015). The “neuronal recycling” hypothesis (Dehaene & Cohen, 2011; Dehaene et al., 2010) is so far the most specific regarding the relationship between the two
processes. This hypothesis suggests that when we learn to read, some brain areas originally contributing to face processing are “recycled” to be used in visual word recognition, and results supporting this come from studies of both children and illiterates learning to read (Cantlon et al., 2011; Dehaene et al., 2010). Our results show that normal visual word recognition can be acquired in spite of severe face recognition deficits, and at first glance this seems to contradict the “recycling” hypothesis. If it is correct that face recognition is bilaterally distributed from birth, but becomes more right lateralised with reading acquisition, then how might this work in DP to leave their reading functions unaffected? One possibility is that DP is a disorder characterised by cerebral dysfunction primarily in the posterior right hemisphere, perhaps parallel to the left hemisphere dysfunction seen in developmental dyslexia (Norton, Beach, & Gabrieli, 2015). This dysfunction in prosopagnosia thus affects the face processing network in the right hemisphere only or primarily, leaving the left hemisphere part of the network unaffected. The mechanism for recycling when learning to read, however, may be so strong, that regardless of the outcome for other functions (i.e. face processing), it may recycle the left hemisphere face processing areas for the purpose of visual word recognition. For prosopagnosics, then, learning to read recycles away what face recognition skills they may have had, to the benefit of reading skills. If this is the case, we should see a degradation in the face processing of DP’s in their early years of reading instruction. This is a clear hypothesis for future studies to test.

Another possibility is that the neural processes deficient in DP are localised more anteriorly in the face processing network, and do not implicate the fusiform areas affected by learning to read. Behrmann & Plaut (2013) review evidence supporting such a claim. In their “many-to-many” account, they propose that many posterior regions are necessarily engaged in the representation of multiple visual stimulus classes including words and faces, and that these regions form distributed but integrated large-scale circuits. If the fusiform regions involved in face
processing are intact in DP, then the cerebral competition between reading and face processing in these regions might also proceed normally. This would result in the pattern of performance we report, impaired face recognition (due to cerebral dysfunction outside the posterior fusiform regions), and normal reading. The many-to-many account is partly based on findings that reading is affected in acquired prosopagnosia, and face recognition affected in pure alexia (Behrmann & Plaut, 2014), taken as evidence for shared, distributed networks being involved in both reading and face recognition. A recent study of acquired prosopagnosia has, however, suggested a modification of this claim: Hills, Pancaroglu, Duchaine, & Barton (2015) showed that patients with prosopagnosia due to unilateral right hemisphere damage did not have impaired word recognition, evidenced by normal RTs and WLEs. They did, however, show deficits in discriminating font or handwriting, which may suggest a hemispheric division of labour somewhat different from that originally suggested by Behrmann & Plaut (2013). Regardless of the neural processes involved, it is intriguing from a learning perspective that the developmental prosopagnosics can learn to read as fluently as normal subjects, while they are seemingly unable to learn efficient strategies for recognizing faces.

So what kind of process(es) is it that face recognition requires that word recognition does not? An answer to this question would take us considerably further in unravelling what might be the cause of developmental prosopagnosia. There is ample evidence suggesting that face recognition is particularly dependent on some kind of holistic or configural processing, which requires not only the identification of the parts (eyes, nose etc.), but also the specific relations between these parts; the configuration (Tanaka & Gordon, 2011). The same is true for efficient object recognition, especially when fine grained discriminations are required (Gerlach, 2009). In the case of object recognition we have argued that shape configuration – the binding of visual elements into elaborate shape descriptions in which relationships between the parts are specified – is augmented by global shape characteristics (the outline/gestalt of the object) (Gerlach, 2009).
Importantly, these global shape characteristics are likely to be perceived prior to the object’s parts. A similar case has been made for face recognition where global shape characteristics also seem particularly important for identifying the specific configuration of the face parts (Goffaux, Hault, Michel, Vuong, & Rossion, 2005). For words, however, global shape does not seem to matter; we read words by recognizing the letters in parallel (parts first) and not by identifying the outline/gestalt (Grainger & Whitney, 2004; Pelli, Farell, & Moore, 2003). Hence, for faces and objects the configuration of parts and part identification usually follows after perception of the whole object. For words, recognition is a product of part (letter) perception. Based on these considerations it seems plausible that the face recognition problems in our sample of DPs could be caused (at least partly) by impaired processing of global shape. As global shape plays no part in word recognition, reading is intact in these individuals despite the fact that word recognition is a perceptually demanding task.

So reading and face recognition are indeed different, and face recognition can be impaired while reading, and the ability to learn to read, is unaffected. Perhaps Oliver Sacks could have told us so from the beginning. While he never described his reading abilities in as much detail as his problems with face recognition, at least it is evident that he wrote better than most…
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**Supplementary Table S1. Individual experimental data.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subject</th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Handedness</th>
<th>CFMT</th>
<th>CFPT</th>
<th>FEQ</th>
<th>Exp1 RT (ms)</th>
<th>Exp1 WLE (ms)</th>
<th>Exp2a LetterRT</th>
<th>Exp2a WordRT</th>
<th>Exp2b Letter acc</th>
<th>Exp2b Word acc</th>
<th>Exp3 RT</th>
<th>Exp 3 Acc (of 4)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PP04</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Right</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>525</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>507</td>
<td>432</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>na</td>
<td>na</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PP07</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Right</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>455</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>431</td>
<td>377</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>201</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PP09</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Left</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>713</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>487</td>
<td>478</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>217</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PP10</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Right</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>576</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>453</td>
<td>401</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>191</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PP13</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Right</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>573</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>446</td>
<td>431</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>226</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PP16</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Left</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>553</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>na</td>
<td>na</td>
<td>na</td>
<td>na</td>
<td>na</td>
<td>na</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PP17</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Right</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>508</td>
<td>-10</td>
<td>523</td>
<td>469</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>291</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PP18</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Left</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>616</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>587</td>
<td>495</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PP19</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Right</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>616</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>506</td>
<td>505</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>191</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PP27</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Right</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>555</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>452</td>
<td>466</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>236</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Ctrl mean (±): 37 (12)  59.1 (7.9)  41.3 (11.2)  22.4 (11.5)  21 (68)  10.7 (10.9)  473 (44)  465 (40)  0.73 (.09)  0.82 (.05)  221 (52)  2.6 (.8)

**Bold** denotes abnormal performance compared to the control group (more than 2 SD from the control mean).

**Underlined** denotes performance more than 2 SD better than controls.